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1. Introduction
If M is a connected n-dimensional manifold admitting a smooth metric g of arbitrary
signature, associated Levi-Civita connection Γ and corresponding curvature tensor R
then, if ∇ denotes the covariant derivative from Γ, one has ∇g = 0 and, in components
in any coordinate system,
gaeR
e
bcd + gbeR
e
acd = 0, gaeR
e
bcd;f + gbeR
e
acd;f = 0, ... (1)
where a semicolon denotes the covariant derivative ∇ in component form. This
has led to the following question (or variants of it) in the literature. Suppose a
connected n-dimensional manifold M admits a smooth symmetric linear connection
Γ with corresponding curvature tensor R and suppose, in addition, that M admits a
global smooth metric h of arbitrary signature such that, on M
haeR
e
bcd + hbeR
e
acd = 0 (2)
haeR
e
bcd;f1 + hbeR
e
acd;f1 = 0 (3.1)
...
...
haeR
e
bcd;f1...fk
+ hbeR
e
acd;f1...fk
= 0 (3.k)
for some integer k. Under which conditions is Γ a metric (or locally metric) connection,
that is, under which conditions does there exist a global metric g on M , of arbitrary
signature, whose Levi-Civita connection is Γ (or, given m ∈ M , does there exist an
open neighbourhood U of m and metric g of arbitrary signature on U whose Levi-Civita
connection is the restriction to U of Γ) and, if so, how are g and h related?
If one is somehow able to find the holonomy group of Γ then the problem is partly
solved because then Γ is a metric connection if and only if for some m ∈ M there is a
non-degenerate quadratic form on the tangent space TmM toM atm, of signature (p, q)
for non-negative integers p, q with p+ q = n, which is preserved by the holonomy group
associated with Γ. If such is the case, Γ is compatible with a metric g on M of signature
(p, q), that is ∇g = 0, and the holonomy group of Γ is a Lie-subgroup of O(p, q) [1, 2]. In
the case n = 4 and if Γ is fixed and given to be the Levi-Civita connection of a Lorentz
metric on M , the holonomy group of Γ can be used to find all metrics on M compatible
with Γ and these may (depending on the holonomy group) have any of the signatures
(1, 3), (0, 4) or (2, 2) [3]. Remaining in the n = 4 case and with R fixed and assumed
to arise from a Levi-Civita connection Γ compatible with a Lorentz metric on M , it
is known that this metric is generically determined up to a constant conformal factor
and hence, generically, Γ is uniquely determined [4, 5, 6, 7]. It is also known that on a
large class of 4-dimensional manifolds a symmetric linear connection Γ satisfying (2) for
some metric h on M is necessarily locally metric (in the sense that each m ∈M admits
an open neighbourhood U such that the restriction of Γ to U is metric). However, the
procedure involves the investigation of a 36×36 matrix and is geometrically obscure [8].
In this paper, the question raised at the beginning of this section for the case n = 4 and
with h of Lorentz signature will be considered, that is, if M admits a symmetric linear
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connection Γ, associated curvature R and metric tensor h of Lorentz signature (and not
assumed related to Γ or R in any way) such that (2) and (3.1)-(3.k) hold for some k, is
Γ a metric (or locally metric) connection on M and, if so, how is h related to the metric
or metrics compatible with Γ?
A standard notation will be used, with round and square brackets denoting the usual
symmetrisation and and skew-symmetrisation of indices, respectively, and a comma
denotes a partial derivative. A skew-symmetric tensor F of type (0, 2) or (2, 0) at m
is called a bivector. If F ( 6= 0) is such a bivector, the rank of any of its (component)
matrices is either two or four. In the former case, one may write (e.g. in the (2, 0) case)
F ab = 2r[asb] for r, s ∈ TmM (or alternatively, F = r ∧ s) and F is called simple, with
the 2-dimensional subspace (2-space) of TmM spanned by r, s referred to as the blade
of F . In the latter case, F is called non-simple.
The metric h(m) converts TmM into a Lorentz inner product space and thus it
makes sense to refer to vectors in TmM and covectors in the cotangent space T
∗
mM to
M at m (using h(m) to give a unique isomorphism TmM ↔ T
∗
mM , that is, to raise and
lower tensor indices) as being timelike, spacelike, null or orthogonal, using the signature
(−,+,+,+). The same applies to 1-dimensional subspaces (directions) and 2- and 3-
dimensional subspaces of TmM or T
∗
mM . A simple bivector at m is then called timelike
(respectively, spacelike or null) if its blade at m is a timelike (respectively a spacelike or
null) 2-space at m. A non-simple bivector F at m may, by a standard argument ([9],
see also [4]), be shown to uniquely determine an orthogonal pair of 2-spaces at m, one
spacelike and one timelike, and which are referred to as the canonical pair of blades of
F . A tetrad (l, n, x, y) of members of TmM is called a null tetrad at m if the only non-
vanishing inner products between its members at m are h(l, n) = h(x, x) = h(y, y) = 1.
Thus l and n are null.
It is also remarked that the tensor, with local components Rabcd ≡ haeR
e
bcd satisfies
Rabcd = −Rbacd = −Rabdc and Rabcd+Radbc+Racdb = 0. It then follows after some index
juggling (see, e.g. [10]), that Rabcd = Rcdab.
2. Preliminary Results
Let M be a 4-dimensional smooth connected Hausdorff manifold admitting a smooth
symmetric linear connection Γ with associated curvature tensor R and a global smooth
Lorentz metric h such that (2) holds. No relation between h and Γ is assumed other than
(2). It will be convenient to describe a simple algebraic classification of R (relative to
h). This classification is easily described geometrically and is a pointwise classification.
It has been described before in a more specific context (see, e.g. [4, 11]) but since its
use here is slightly different, it will be briefly described.
Define a linear map f from the 6-dimensional vector space of type (2, 0) bivectors
at m into the vector space of type (1, 1) tensors at m by f : F ab → RabcdF
cd. The
condition (2) shows that if a tensor T is in the range of f then
haeT
e
b + hbeT
e
a = 0 (⇒ Tab = −Tba, Tab = haeT
e
b) (4)
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and so T can be regarded as a member of the matrix representation of the Lie algebra of
the pseudo-orthogonal (Lorentz) group of h(m). Using f one can divide the curvature
tensor R(m) into five classes.
Class A This is the most general curvature class and the curvature will be said to be
of (curvature) class A at m ∈ M if it is not in any of the classes B, C, D or O
below.
Class B The curvature tensor is said to be of (curvature) class B at m ∈ M if the
range of f is 2-dimensional and consists of all linear combinations of type (1, 1)
tensors F and G where F ab = x
ayb− y
axb and G
a
b = l
anb−n
alb with l, n, x, y a null
tetrad at m. The curvature tensor at m can then be written as
Rabcd ≡ haeR
e
bcd =
α
2
FabFcd −
β
2
GabGcd (5)
where α, β ∈ R α 6= 0 6= β, the symmetrised cross term in F and G vanishes
because Ra[bcd] = 0. This class can be further split in classes B1 and B2 where B1
(respectively, B2) applies if α 6= β (respectively, α = β).
Class C The curvature tensor is said to be of (curvature) class C at m ∈ M if the
range of f is 2- or 3-dimensional and if there exists 0 6= k ∈ TmM such that each of
the type (1, 1) tensors in the range of f contains k in its kernel (i.e. each of their
matrix representations F satisfies F abk
b = 0).
Class D The curvature tensor is said to be of (curvature) class D at m ∈ M if the
range of f is 1-dimensional. It follows that the curvature components satisfy
Rabcd = λFabFcd at m (0 6= λ ∈ R) for some bivector F at m which then satisfies
Fa[bFcd] and is thus simple. It also follows that there exist two independent members
r, s ∈ TmM such that Fabr
b = Fabs
b = 0 and hence that r and s lie in the kernel of
each tensor in the range of f .
Class O The curvature tensor is said to be of (curvature) class O at m ∈ M if it
vanishes at m.
The following remarks can be checked in a straightforward manner [4].
(i) For the classes A and B there does not exist 0 6= k ∈ TmM such that F
a
bk
b = 0 for
every F in the range of f .
(ii) For class A, the range of f has dimension at least two and if this dimension is four
or more the class is necessarily A.
(iii) The vector k in the definition of class C is unique up to a scaling.
(iv) For the classes A and B there does not exist 0 6= k ∈ TmM such that R
a
bcdk
d = 0,
whereas this equation has exactly one independent solution for class C and two for
class D.
(v) The five classes A, B, C, D and O are mutually exclusive and exhaustive for the
curvature tensor at m. If the curvature class is the same at each m ∈ M then M
will be said to be of that class.
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Denoting by the same symbols A, B (or B1 and B2), C , D and O those subsets
of M consisting of precisely those points where the curvature tensor has that class, one
may decompose M , disjointly as M = A∪B1 ∪B2 ∪C ∪D ∪O and then, disjointly, as
M = A ∪ intB1 ∪ intB2 ∪ intC ∪ intD ∪ intO ∪ Z (6)
where int denotes the manifold topology interior operator and Z is the (necessarily
closed) subset of M defined by the disjointness. The idea is to show that Z has empty
interior, intZ = ∅. A similar decomposition was considered in [4, 11, 12], but in these
works B was not subdivided into B1 and B2 and so the ”leftovers” subset Z may differ
from that in (6) since intB1 ∪ intB2 may be a proper subset of intB. To show that
intZ = ∅ in (6) it is first noted that A is open in M (i.e. intA = A) and that A ∪ B
is also open in M [4]. So let U ⊆ Z be open in M . Then by the disjointness of the
decomposition (6) U ∩ A = ∅ and so U ∩ (A ∪ B) = U ∩ B ≡ W and W is open in M .
The disjointness of (6) also shows that, if W 6= ∅, W must intersect each of B1 and B2
non-trivially, so let m ∈ W ∩ B1 and consider the linear map f
′ from the vector space
of type (2, 0) bivectors at m into itself given by f ′ : F ab → RabcdF
cd. The characteristic
polynomial of this map has, from (5), three distinct solutions α, β and 0 at m and since
the first two of these are simple roots they give rise to smooth functions α˜ and β˜ defined
on some neighbourhood V of m (and with α˜(m) = α and β˜(m) = β) which are solutions
of the characteristic polynomial of f ′ and distinct from each other and from zero in V
[13]. It follows that m ∈ V ∩W ⊆ B1 with V ∩W open and disjoint from B2 (since at
points of B2 the characteristic polynomial of f
′ has only two distinct solutions α(= β)
and 0). Thus V ∩W ⊆ intB1 and hence U ∩ intB1 6= ∅, contradicting the disjointness
of (6). It follows that W and hence U ∩ B are empty. From here the argument follows
[4] to get U = ∅ and hence intZ = ∅. The following is thus established.
Theorem 1 In the disjoint decomposition (6), Z is closed, intZ = ∅ and so M\Z is
an open dense subset of M .
It is remarked that the reason for decomposing B as B1∪B2 is that the above argument
leading to the local smooth functions α˜ and β˜ and which extend α and β does not apply
if α = β at m unless m ∈ intB2, (i.e. the problem lies with the points in B2 \ intB2).
It is also remarked that in the open subset intC of M the non-zero tangent
vectors k introduced in the definition of this type give rise to a smooth integrable
1-dimensional distribution on intC. To see this one recalls that the curvature tensor
satisfies Rabcdk
d = 0 at each m ∈ intC and that k is unique (up to a scaling) in satisfying
this equation. The smoothness of the distribution defined follows from the smoothness
of the curvature in the following way [14, 4]. Let m ∈ intC and let 0 6= k ∈ TmM satisfy
the above equation. Choose a coordinate domain U ⊆ intC about m in which k4 = 1
at m. The conditions Rabcdk
d = 0 on U then reduce to a system of equations of the
form
∑3
α=1 Epαk
α = Ep for functions Epα and Ep : U → R and p = 1, 2, 3. Since the
linear system so formed has rank equal to three at m (since there the kα are uniquely
determined) then by taking k4 = 1 on U one obtains a linear system for the kα of rank
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three over U . Cramer’s rule then reveals smooth solutions for the components of kα and
hence a local nowhere zero vector field k satisfying Rabcdk
d = 0.
In the open subset intD it can be shown that for m ∈ intD there exists an open
coordinate neighbourhood U ⊆ intD of m on which the curvature tensor satisfies
Rabcd = λFabFcd where F is a smooth bivector and λ a smooth real-valued function
on U . A similar argument to the previous one shows that U may be chosen so that
there are smooth vector fields r and s on U such that at each m′ ∈ U , r(m′) and s(m′)
are independent and satisfy Rabcdr
d = Rabcds
d = 0 [13].
If m ∈ intB1 the curvature tensor takes the form (5) over some coordinate
neighbourhood U ⊆ intB1 of m with α, β smooth nowhere zero, nowhere equal real-
valued functions and F and G smooth bivectors on U . Similar remarks apply if
m ∈ intB2 with α = β on U ⊆ intB2. For the latter two (B1 and B2) cases, a null
tetrad l, n, x, y of smooth vector fields exists on U satisfying (5) on U .
3. The Main Results
Let M , Γ, R and h be as described at the beginning of section 2 and suppose that (2)
holds. If (3.1) to (3.k) also hold then it follows that on M
hae;f1R
e
bcd + hbe;f1R
e
acd = 0 (7.1)
...
...
hae;f1...fkR
e
bcd + hbe;f1...fkR
e
acd = 0 (7.k)
and conversely the set of equations (2) and (7.1) to (7.k) imply the set (2) and (3.1) to
(3.k). Thus the conditions (2) and (3.1) to (3.k) are equivalent to the conditions (2) and
(7.1) to (7.k). The aim is to use this equivalence to show when the original conditions
(2) and (3.1) to (3.k) for a particular k imply the existence of a local or global Lorentz
metric g on M compatible with Γ and to display the relationship between g, h and
the geometry of R as expressed through its curvature type. The method to be used
employs a theorem in [15, 4] and involves the following idea. Let m ∈ M and T be a
type (0, a) tensor at m with a ≥ 2 and with T symmetric in its first two indices (so T
has components Tabc...d and Tabc...d = Tbac...d). Suppose also that at m (cf. (2))
Taeg...hR
e
bcd + Tbeg...hR
e
acd = 0 (8)
Then for any tensor S of type (a− 2, 0), the tensor h′ab = Tabc...dS
c...d is symmetric and
satisfies (2). This means that for any F in the range of the map f at m described earlier
h′aeF
e
b + h
′
beF
e
a = 0 (9)
Each such F in the range of f imposes strong algebraic constraints on h′, these
constraints being conveniently written down for each of the curvature classes for R at
m in terms of the original Lorentz metric h and the features of the particular curvature
class. They are, in the notation of section 2 [15, 4]
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Class A h′ab = αhab (10a)
Class B h′ab = αhab + 2βl(anb) = (α + β)hab − β(xaxb + yayb) (10b)
Class C h′ab = αhab + βkakb (10c)
Class D h′ab = αhab + βrarb + γsasb + 2δr(asb) (10d)
where α, β, γ, δ ∈ R and the completeness relation hab = 2l(anb) + xaxb + yayb was used
in (10b). These expressions allow, depending on the curvature class, expressions for
the covariant derivatives of h to be written out reasonably conveniently since, from (2)
and (7.1) to (7.k), they satisfy the conditions asked for in (8). Hence, for any tensor S
of the appropriate type, each tensor h′ab = hab;c...dS
c...d (for the appropriate number of
derivatives) satisfies (9) for each such F and hence the appropriate equation in the set
(10a) to (10d). From the arbitrariness of S one obtains the desired expressions for these
covariant derivatives. For example, if the curvature class at m is C then, at m, and if
(7.1) and (7.2) are assumed
hab;c = habαc + kakbβc, hab;cd = habαcd + kakbβcd (11)
for covectors αc and βc and tensors αcd and βcd at m.
These ideas can now be applied to the open subsets A, intB1, intB2, intC and intD
in the decomposition (6).
Theorem 2 Let M be a smooth 4-dimensional connected manifold admitting a smooth
symmetric linear connection Γ and associated curvature R and also admitting a smooth
Lorentz metric h such that (2) holds. Then
(i) if, on A, (3.1) also holds, Γ is compatible with a local Lorentz metric on A,
(ii) if, on intB1 (respectively intB2), (3.1) also holds, Γ is compatible with a local Lorentz
metric on intB1 (respectively intB2),
(iii) if, on intC, (3.1) and (3.2) also hold, Γ is compatible with a local Lorentz metric
on an open dense subset of intC,
(iv) if, on intD, (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) also hold, Γ is compatible with a local Lorentz
metric on an open dense subset of intD.
Proof
(i) The remarks preceding the theorem (see (10a)) together with the imposition of (3.1)
or, equivalently, (7.1) show that hab;c = habwc for some 1-form w on the open subset A
which is easily seen to be smooth since h and Γ are. Now use (2) and the Ricci identity
on h to get
hab;[cd] = 0 (⇒ habw[c;d] = 0) (12)
Thus w[c;d] = 0 and so wa is locally a gradient. Hence, for each m ∈ A, there is an open
neighbourhood W (⊆ A) of m on which wa = w,c for some smooth function w : W → R.
Then on W , gab = e
−whab satisfies gab;c = 0 and is a local Lorentz metric for Γ. Further,
if g′ is any other local metric defined on some neighbourhood W ′ of m and compatible
with Γ then g′ satisfies (2) on W ′ and hence, on W ∩W ′, g′ = φg for some positive
smooth function φ : W ∩W ′ → R (see (10a)). From this and the result g′ab;c = 0 it
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follows that g′ is a constant multiple of g on W ∩W ′.
(ii) The remarks preceding the theorem (see (10b)) together with the imposition of
(3.1) and (7.1) show that for each m ∈ intB1 (respectively, m ∈ intB2) there is a
coordinate neighbourhood U ⊆ intB1 (respectively, U ⊆ intB2) such that on U
hab;c = habwc + 2l(anb)λc (13)
where l and n are the smooth null members of the null tetrad l, n, x, y on U established
in section 2 and w and λ are (necessarily) smooth 1-forms on U . Since the contravariant
components of h satisfy hachcb = δ
a
b, the result (h
achcb);c = 0 implies that
hab;c = −h
abwc − 2l
(anb)λc (14)
Now U can be chosen so that, in addition to the above results, the curvature tensor
satisfies (5) on U with α, β smooth nowhere zero functions and F and G as given in
(5) in terms of the null tetrad on U . The Bianchi identities between R and Γ are
Rab[cd;e] = 0. One now employs a technique first used in [16] (where h was, in fact, a
metric compatible with Γ). First, one writes out the Bianchi identity using (5) and
contracts with lax
blcndxe. This operation eliminates all terms except one and gives, on
U
βGab;eGcdlax
blcndxe = 0 (⇒ la;bx
axb = 0) (15)
Similar contractions with lax
blcndye, lax
bxcydle and lax
bxcydne (and the result laya;b =
−yala;b which follows from applying (14) to the expansion of (h
ablayb);c = 0) lead to
la;bx
ayb = la;by
alb = la;by
anb = 0 (16)
Observations of the symmetry in these contractions then give
la;by
ayb = la;by
axb = la;bx
alb = la;bx
anb = 0 (17)
From these results it easily follows that la;bx
a = la;by
a = 0. Further, one has
(habl
alb);c = 0 and so, using (13), one has l
a
;bla = 0 and hence la;bl
a = 0. It follows that
la;b = lapb for some smooth 1-form p on U and then, from (14), that l
a
;b = l
a(pb−wb−λb).
Thus la and la are recurrent on U . Similar arguments show that n
a and na are recurrent
on U and, since (lana);b = 0, that na;b = na(λb + wb − pb) and n
a
;b = −n
apb. It is
then easily checked that the nowhere zero symmetric tensor Tab = 2l(anb) on U is also
recurrent in the sense that Tab;c = Tabrc where r is the 1-form ra = λa+wa on W . When
the Ricci identity is applied to Tab and use is made of (5) one gets
Tab;[cd] = 2nel(aR
e
b)cd + 2len(aR
e
b)cd = 0 (18)
and so r[a;b] = 0. Thus one may assume, by shrinkingW if necessary, that, onW , ra = r,c
for a smooth function r : W → R. It follows that, on W , the tensor tab = e
−rTab is
symmetric, nowhere zero and covariantly constant, tab;c = 0. When (13) is rewritten as
hab;c = habwc + tabγc for some smooth 1-form γa on W and the Ricci identity is applied
to h (using (2)) one finds
habw[c;d] + tab(γ[c;d] − γ[cwd]) = 0 (19)
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At each point of W the matrices hab and tab have (different) ranks four and two,
respectively, and so the two quantities on the left hand side of (19) must vanish
separately. The first of these equations leads, as before, to the fact that wa is locally a
gradient and the second gives γ[c;d]−γ[cwd] = 0. Thus by again shrinking W if necessary
one has wa = w,a on W and then the second condition can be rewritten as
(e−wγa);b − (e
−wγb);a = 0 (20)
This means, by again reducing W if necessary, that there exists a smooth function
δ :W → R such that γa = e
wδ,a. Now consider a tensor g on W of the form
gab = φhab + ǫtab (21)
for smooth functions φ, ǫ : W → R with φ nowhere zero. Then, by again considering
rank on the indices a, b one sees that the condition that g is covariantly constant,
gab;c = 0, is equivalent to the two differential equations
φ,a + φw,a = 0 ǫ,a + φe
wδ,a = 0 (22)
which are to be regarded as equations to find φ and ǫ with w and δ given. The general so-
lutions are φ = De−w and ǫ = C−Dδ for C,D ∈ R and so if gab = De
−whab+(C−Dδ)tab,
then gab;c = 0. Further, it is clear that C and D may be chosen so that g is non-
degenerate at m and hence on a (possibly reduced) open neighbourhood W of m. It is
also clear that the original null tetrad l, n, x, y (with respect to h) is, after a possible
smooth rescaling of these tetrad members, a null tetrad with respect to g on W and
so g is a Lorentz metric on W compatible with Γ. This construction of g and (10b)
show that any Lorentz metric compatible with Γ is of this general form on some open
neighbourhood of m.
(iii) The assumption that (2), (3.1) and (3.2) hold on intC means that (7.1) and (7.2)
also hold on intC and hence that for m ∈ intC, there is an open neighbourhood U of m
and a smooth nowhere zero vector field k on U such that
hab;c = habwc + kakbλc (23)
hab;cd = habXcd + kakbYcd (24)
for necessarily smooth 1-forms w and λ and tensors X and Y . If (23) is covariantly
differentiated and equated with (24) and the resulting equation contracted at each
m ∈ U with tatb, where t ∈ TmM is such that habt
atb 6= 0, habk
atb = 0, one finds
that on U
Xab = wawb + wa;b (25)
When this information is replaced in the equation from which it came, one finds, after
cancellation, that
ka(kbYcd − kbλc;d − kbwcλd − kb;dλc) = ka;dkbλc (26)
The value of λa in (23) depends, of course on the choice of k and U there being the
freedom to replace k by µk for some nowhere zero smooth function µ : U → R. However,
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the condition that λ(m) = 0 is independent of the choice of k. So let C1 (respectively
C2) be the subset of points of intC at which this condition holds (respectively, does not
hold). Then C2 is open in intC and hence in M and one has a disjoint decomposition
of intC in the form
intC = C1 ∪ C2 = intC1 ∪ C2 ∪ Z1 (27)
where intC1 is the interior of C1 in either the topology of M or the subspace topology
of intC (these being equal). The subset Z1 is defined by the disjointness of the
decomposition (27) and hence, since Z1 ⊆ C1, Z1 has empty interior in either M or
intC. Thus intC1 ∪ C2 is open in M and open and dense in intC. It follows from (26)
that k is recurrent on C2, ka;b = kapb, where p is now a smooth 1-form on C2.
On intC1, λ = 0 and so (23) gives hab;c = habwc. A similar argument to one earlier
then shows that each m ∈ intC1 admits an open neighbourhood W on which wa = w,a
and on which gab = e
−whab is then a Lorentz metric compatible with Γ.
On C2, the recurrence of k together with the properties of class C and the Ricci
identity give
ka;[bc] = 0 (⇒ kap[b;c] = 0 ⇒ p[a;b] = 0) (28)
and so pa is locally a gradient. Thus each m ∈ C2 admits a neighbourhood W on which
pa = p,a for some smooth function p : W → R. Thus on W the 1-form k
′
a = e
−pka
is covariantly constant, k′a;b = 0. Now return to (23), which can be assumed to hold
on W with ka replaced by k
′
a (and the prime on k
′ dropped), construct hab;cd and skew
symmetrise over the indices c and d (using hab;[cd] = 0 from (2)) to get
habw[c;d] + kakb(λ[c;d] − λ[cwd]) = 0 (29)
Now one proceeds in a similar manner to that in part (ii) to get the relations
w[a;b] = 0 λ[a;b] − λ[awb] = 0 (30)
From this one has on W (by reducing W if necessary) a function w : W → R such that
wa = w,a and a relation like (20) with γa replaced by λa and hence a function δ : W → R
such that λa = e
wδ,a. The potential metrics on W are thus of the form
gab = φhab + ǫkakb (31)
for necessarily smooth functions φ, ǫ : W → R and with φ positive which, from gab;c = 0,
are easily seen to satisfy the same conditions as φ and ǫ do in (22). Thus the general
solution is φ = De−w and ǫ = C−Dδ for C,D ∈ R chosen to preserve Lorentz signature
on a (possibly reduced) open subset of W (and the signature is automatically Lorentz
at those points of W where k is null with respect to h). Thus g is a Lorentz metric on
W compatible with Γ.
(iv) For this part one assumes that (2) together with (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3)hold. This is
equivalent to assuming (2) together with (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3). Thus if m ∈ intD there
are smooth covector fields r and s defined on some open neighbourhood U of m such
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that r(m′) and s(m′) are independent members of T ∗m′M at each m
′ ∈ U (section 2) and
such that, on U ,
hab;c = habwc + rarbβc + sasbγc + 2r(asb)δc (32)
hab;cd = habXcd + rarbYcd + sasbZcd + 2r(asb)Wcd (33)
hab;cde = habXcde + rarbYcde + sasbZcde + 2r(asb)Wcde (34)
where wa, βa, ...Wabc are smooth tensors of the appropriate type on U . Now, by shrinking
U if necessary, one may assume that, in addition to the smooth covector fields r and s
on U , there are smooth covector fields e and f on U such that r(m′), s(m′), e(m′) and
f(m′) are independent members of T ∗m′M at each m
′ ∈ U . Then one defines a positive
definite metric γ on U by γab = rarb + sasb + eaeb + fafb (and where γ
ab temporarily
denotes the inverse of γab and not indices raised with metric h). Then define smooth
vector fields R, S, E and F on U by Ra = γabrb, ..., F
a = γabfb and smooth covector
fields p, q, p′ and q′ on U by pa = R
brb;a, qa = S
brb;a, p
′
a = R
bsb;a and q
′
a = S
bsb;a. Finally
define two type (0, 2) tensor fields u and u′ on U by
ra;b = rapb + saqb + uab (35)
sa;b = rap
′
b + saq
′
b + u
′
ab (36)
Thus R, S, E and F form a γ-orthogonal tetrad at each point of U and a contraction of
each of (35) and (36) with Ra and with Sa gives
Rauab = R
au′ab = S
auab = S
au′ab = 0 (37)
Now take the covariant derivative of (32) using (35) and (36) and equate to (33) [It is
noted at this point that the above construction of the vector fields R, S, E and F may
be achieved whilst, at the same time, ensuring that E is nowhere null on U with respect
to h (that is, habE
aEb is nowhere zero on U)]. A contraction of the resulting equation
with EaEb gives
Xab = wa;b + wawb (38)
whilst successive contractions of this same equation with RaRb, SaSb and RaSb, using
(37) and taking into account (38) give
Yab = waβb + 2βapb + 2δap
′
b + βa;b
Zab = waγb + 2γaq
′
b + 2δaqb + γa;b (39)
Wab = waδb + βaqb + γap
′
b + δaq
′
b + δapb + δa;b
A back substitution of (39) into the equation from which they arose and using (35) and
(36) then gives after a long but straightforward calculation
r(aub)dβc + s(aub)dδc + r(au
′
b)dδc + s(au
′
b)dγc = 0 (40)
Finally, contractions of (40) with Ra and Sa using (37) give, respectively, at m
ubdβc + u
′
bdδc = 0 u
′
bdγc + ubdδc = 0 (41)
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Now given m ∈ U , as above, the covector fields r and s are determined up to
changes r → r′ and s→ s′ where
r′ = ρr + σs s′ = ρ′r + σ′s (42)
where ρ, σ, ρ′ and σ′ are smooth functions : U → R (with U possibly reduced) such
that r′(m′) and s′(m′) are independent at each m′ ∈ U . The covector field w in (32) is
clearly independent of the choice of r and s but the covector fields β, γ and δ in (32) are
not. However, the condition that β(m) = γ(m) = δ(m) = 0 is independent of the choice
of r and s. Let D1 (respectively, D2) be the subset if intD of those points where this
condition is satisfied (respectively, not satisfied). Then intD1 and D2 are open in intD
and hence in M . Thus intD admits the disjoint decomposition intD = intD1 ∪D2 ∪ Z2
where Z2 has empty interior in intD and in M . Next, let m ∈ D2. The tensors u
and u′ at m depend on the choice of r and s from (35), (36) and (42). However, it is
straightforward to check that the condition that u(m) = u′(m) = 0 is independent of
the choice of r and s. So let D3 (respectively, D4) be the subset of D2 of those points
where this condition is satisfied (respectively, not satisfied). Then intD3 and D4 are
open subsets of D2 and hence of M and one has a disjoint decomposition of D2 given
by D2 = intD3 ∪ D4 ∪ Z3 where Z3 has empty interior in M . Thus one has a disjoint
decomposition of intD given by
intD = intD1 ∪ intD3 ∪D4 ∪ Z4 (43)
where Z4 = Z2 ∪ Z3. Now Z3 ⊆ D2 and Z2 ∩ D2 = ∅ and so if V ( 6= ∅) is open in M
with V ⊆ Z4 then, since Z2 and Z3 have empty interiors in M , V cannot be contained
in either Z2 or Z3 and hence V ∩ Z2 6= ∅ 6= V ∩ Z3. But since D2 is open, V ∩ D2 is
open and a subset of Z3 and is hence empty. Now V ∩Z3 ⊆ V ∩D2 and so one achieves
the contradiction that V ∩ Z3 = ∅. It follows that V = ∅ and so Z4 has empty interior
in M .
Let m ∈ intD1 so that, from (32), hab;c = habwc on some open neighbourhood U of
m. Then, by reducing U if necessary, one has, as before (see (12)), a smooth function
w : U → R such that wa = w,a and then e
−whab is a Lorentz metric on U compatible
with Γ.
Let m ∈ intD3 so that, whichever covector fields r and s are chosen, (35) and (36)
hold on some open neighbourhood U of m with u and u′ zero on U . Then it follows
from these equations and the definition of the curvature class D that
raR
a
bcd = 0, raR
a
bcd;f1...fn = 0 (n = 1, 2, ...)
(44)
saR
a
bcd = 0, saR
a
bcd;f1...fn
= 0 (n = 1, 2, ...)
Thus the infinitesimal holonomy group of Γ is 1-dimensional at each m′ ∈ U and, given
U is chosen connected and simply-connected (as it always can be), is isomorphic (as a
Lie group) to the holonomy group of Γ (restricted to U) and with holonomy algebra
represented by the matrices in the range of the map f described in section 2. Since (2)
holds this holonomy group is a subgroup of the orthogonal group of h and it follows that
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a metric on U compatible with Γ is now assured [2] (see, also [1]) . To actually construct
such a metric one notes that the members of TmM associated with r(m) and s(m) under
h annihilate each matrix in the above representation of the holonomy algebra. Hence, by
exponentiation, they give rise to holonomy invariant (i.e. covariantly constant) vector
fields on U which span the same distribution on U as do the vector fields associated with
r and s under h (see, e.g. [1, 4]). Hence one may now suppose, using the freedom (42),
that r and s above are covariantly constant. In this case, covariantly differentiating (32)
and using the Ricci identity for h and (2), one finds
w[a;b] = 0, β[a;b] = β[awb], γ[a;b] = γ[awb], δ[a;b] = δ[awb] (45)
and so since U is simply connected, wa = w,a with w : U → R. Then (45) shows that
e−wβ, e−wγ and e−wδ are closed 1-forms on U and so there exist µ, ν, λ : U → R such
that βa = e
wµ,a, γa = e
wν,a and δa = e
wλ,a. Now construct the tensor g on U by
gab = e
−whab + (c1 − µ)rarb + (c2 − ν)sasb + 2(c3 − λ)r(asb) (46)
where c1, c2, c3 ∈ R. It is easily checked that g is covariantly constant and, by
appropriate choice of c1, c2 and c3 (e.g. c1(m) = µ(m), c2(m) = ν(m) and c3(m) =
λ(m)), g can be made to have Lorentz signature in some neighbourhood of m.
Now let m ∈ D4 so that at least one of β(m), γ(m) and δ(m) is not zero. Then, by
using the freedom permitted by (42), one may arrange that β, γ and δ are each non-zero
at m and hence in some open neighbourhood U ⊆ D4 of m. It then follows from (41)
and the definition of the region D4 that u and u
′ are nowhere zero and proportional
on U so that, on U , u′ = κu with κ : U → R nowhere zero. Now one can again use
the freedom in (42) by replacing r by r′ = κr − s (with s unchanged) to achieve (35)
and (36) with u zero and u′ nowhere zero on U . It then follows from (41) that γ and δ
vanish on U (and hence that β is nowhere zero on U). Then (32) is
hab;c = habwc + rarbβc (47)
where, for convenience, the prime on r is omitted. From (47) and (35) (with u = 0) one
then finds
hab;cd = hab(wc;d + wcwd) + rarb(βc;d + wcβd + 2βcpd) + 2r(asb)βcqd (48)
At this point the extra condition (3.3) (or, equivalently (7.3) or (34)) is introduced.
Thus one takes one more covariant derivative of (48) and equates it to the right hand
side of (34) to obtain on equation on U of the form
habAcde + rarbBcde + sasbCcde + 2r(asb)Dbde + 2r(au
′
b)eβcqd = 0 (49)
where the tensors A,B,C and D can be calculated but whose exact form is not needed.
A contraction with EaEb (cf. the proof of (38)) gives A = 0 on U whilst contractions
with RaRb, SaSb and RaSb reveal that B = C = D = 0 on U . Thus, on U , (49) becomes
rau
′
beβcqd + rbu
′
aeβcqd = 0 (50)
A contraction of (50) with Ra and the use of (37) then reveals that qa = 0 on U (since u
′
and β are nowhere zero on U). Thus from (35), ra;b = rapb and then the Ricci identity
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on r reveals that p[a;b] = 0 and so, by shrinking U if necessary, one has pa = p,a for some
function p : U → R. Then one can replace r in the above by e−pr where (e−pra);b = 0.
This latter (covariantly constant) vector field will still be labelled r. Then (47) and (2)
show that w[a;b] = 0 and (similar to case (iii)) β[a;b]−β[awb] = 0. Thus, again by reducing
U if necessary one has functions w, θ : U → R such that wa = w,a and βa = e
wθ,a. Then
tensor g defined on U by
gab = e
−whab − (θ + C)rarb (51)
is now easily checked to be covariantly constant, where the arbitrary constant C can be
adjusted to ensure that g has Lorentz signature in some open neighbourhood of m.
In summary, the manifold M has been disjointly decomposed as M = M ′ ∪ Z ′
where M ′ is the open subset of M given by
M ′ = A ∪ intB1 ∪ intB2 ∪ intC1 ∪ C2 ∪ intD1 ∪ intD3 ∪D4 ∪ intO (52)
each point of which (under the appropriate conditions in theorem 2) admits an open
neighbourhood and a metric on that neighbourhood compatible with Γ (this being
clearly true with no further conditions on the region intO) and where Z ′ = Z ∪Z1 ∪Z4.
Now each of Z, Z1 and Z4 has empty interior inM and Z is closed inM . Also Z1 ⊆ intC
and Z4 ⊆ intD and so (since, from (6), Z is disjoint from intC and intD) Z, Z1 and
Z4 are mutually disjoint. It now follows that Z
′ is a closed subset of M with empty
interior and hence that M ′ is open and dense in M . To see this one first notes that
Z ′ is closed by definition and that from the preliminary decompositions (6) and (27),
Z ∪ Z1 is closed. Now let ∅ 6= V ⊆ Z
′ with V open. Then V ′ ≡ V ∩ (M\Z) is open
and V ′ ∩ Z = ∅. Then V ′′ ≡ V ′ ∩ (M\(Z ∪ Z1)) is open and V
′′ ⊆ Z4. Thus V
′′ = ∅
and hence V ′ ⊆ Z ∪ Z1. Thus V
′ ⊆ Z1 and so V
′ = ∅. This means that V ⊆ Z which
is a contradiction. Thus intZ ′ = ∅ and M ′ is open and dense in M . This completes the
proof of theorem 2. •
The next two theorems are consequences of theorem 2.
Theorem 3 Under the conditions of theorem 2, if Γ is Ricci flat then D = ∅ and
equations (2), (3.1) and (3.2) on M are sufficient to ensure a local Lorentz metric
compatible with Γ on the open subset M ′ of M .
Proof
If the curvature class at m ∈ M is D then the curvature tensor takes the form
Rabcd(= haeR
e
bcd) = λFabFcd for some simple bivector F at m and 0 6= λ ∈ R (section
2). The Ricci flat condition Rcbcd = 0 then gives F
c
bFcd = 0. Since F is simple one
may write F = p ∧ q for p, q ∈ T ∗mM and with p and q (h-)orthogonal. The Ricci flat
condition then shows that p and q are each (h-)null, contradicting the Lorentz signature
of h. Thus D = ∅ and the result now follows from theorem 2. •
Theorem 4
(i) If m ∈ M ′, with M ′ given by (52) and if h satisfies (2) and those equations in (3)
appropriate to the region of m′ in which m′ is located, and as given in theorem 2,
in that region, then h satisfies (3.k) for all k at each point of that region.
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(ii) If the infinitesimal holonomy algebra associated with Γ has constant dimension on
M and M is simply connected and if the conditions appropriate for each of the
regions as specified in theorem 2 hold in these regions, M admits a global Lorentz
metric which is compatible with Γ.
Proof
(i) The proof of this follows rather quickly by using the various relationships obtained
in the proof of theorem 2 between h and the constructed local metric g. Thus either
h and g were conformally related or linked by various recurrent tensors t or recurrent
1-forms k. The result now follows from (1).
(ii) The constancy of the dimension of the infinitesimal holonomy algebra means that
the infinitesimal holonomy groups at each m ∈ M are isomorphic to each other and
to the restricted holonomy group of M and hence (since M is simply connected) to
the holonomy group of M [1]. Then part (i) shows that h satisfies (3.k), for all k, on
M ′ and hence on M . Thus the infinitesimal holonomy algebra at each m ∈ M is a
subalgebra of the orthogonal algebra of h (since each contribution to the infinitesimal
holonomy algebra satisfies (4)). It follows that the holonomy group of M is isomorphic
to a subgroup of the orthogonal group of h (that is, its members preserve the quadratic
form h at each m ∈ M [2] - see, also, [1] and section 1). The result in (ii) now follows.
(In fact the original conditions (2) and (3.1)-(3.k) imposed may be regarded as forcing
a certain subspace of the infinitesimal holonomy algebra to lie within the orthogonal
algebra of h.) •
4. Remarks and Examples
In this paper the tensor h was assumed to be of Lorentz signature. However it is clear
that if h is assumed positive-definite, the curvature types A, B, C, D and O still make
sense after an obvious change for type B where the range of f would be 2-dimensional
and spanned, in an obvious notation, by xayb− y
axb and z
awb−w
azb where x, y, z, w is
an orthonormal tetrad at the point in question. Also, even when h is taken as having
Lorentz signature, it has been pointed out that metrics of both Lorentz and positive-
definite signature have sometimes been constructed and which are compatible with Γ
(cf. [4]).
The results of theorem 2 give sufficient conditions in terms of equations (2) and
(3.1)-(3.k) for each curvature class for a connection to be metric. The work of Edgar
shows that for a fairly general class of cases the condition (2) is sufficient, but the class
to which this applies is somewhat obscure [8]. Here some examples will be given which
show that condition (2) is not a sufficient condition for the existence of a local metric
for any of the curvature classes A, B, C or D.
Example 1. This example is taken from [17]. Let (R4, η) denote Minkowski space
and let U be the open submanifold t > 0 of R4. Define φ : U → R by φ(x, y, z, t) = log t
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so that φa;b = −φaφb where φa = φ,a. Define a metric g on U by g = e
−2φη and let Γ and
R be the associated Levi-Civita connection and curvature tensor, respectively. Then in
the coordinates on U inherited from R4
Γabc = − (δ
a
bφc + δ
a
cφb − φ
agbc) (53)
Rabcd = φ
eφe (δ
a
dgbc − δ
a
cgbd) (54)
where φa = gabφb. Then define a 1-form ψ on U by ψa = (1 − e
φ)−1φa and a new
symmetric connection Γ′ on U by the components (cf. [18])
Γ′abc = Γ
a
bc + δ
a
bψc + δ
a
cψb (55)
This has the curvature tensor R′ with components
R′abcd = φ
eφe
(
1− (1− eφ)−1
)
(δadgbc − δ
a
cgbd) (56)
It is easy to check that R′ and g satisfy (2) and that the map f associated with R′
(section 2) has rank equal to 6 everywhere on U and so the curvature class is everywhere
A. However, using R′ and Γ′ one can check after a short calculation that (3.1) fails. In
fact Γ′ is not a local metric connection because if it was compatible with a metric g′ on
some open subset V of U then from (10a) one has without loss of generality g′ = eαg
for some smooth function α : V → R. But g has zero covariant derivative with respect
to Γ and so the condition that g′ has zero covariant derivative with respect to Γ′ gives,
using (55)
α,cgab − 2gabψc − gacψb − gbcψa = 0 (57)
On contracting (57) with gab one finds 2α,c = 5ψc and a back substitution gives
gabψc = 2gacψb+2gbcψa. A final contraction at any p ∈ V with X
c for any X ∈ TpV and
a consideration of rank reveals that Xaψa = 0 for all such X and hence the contradiction
that ψ ≡ 0 on V . Thus although Γ′ yields a curvature tensor of class A satisfying (2),
(3.1) fails and Γ′ is not locally metric.
Example 2. This example is quite general and can be applied to each of the curvature
classes A, B, C andD. Let (M, g) be a space-time which admits a nowhere zero recurrent
null vector field l with the property that no rescaling of l is covariantly constant over
some non-empty open subset of M . This means that at some p ∈ M , Rabcdl
d 6= 0, for
otherwise, one has la;b = lapb for some covector field p onM which from the Ricci identity
satisfies p[a;b] = 0 onM . Thus for any p ∈M there is an open neighbourhood U of p and
a function φ : U → R such that pa = φ,a and then e
−φl is a covariantly constant rescaling
of l over U . Thus there exists p ∈M and, by continuity, some open neighbourhood V of
p on which Rabcdl
d is nowhere zero. The recurrence condition and the Ricci identity on
l in fact show that Rabcdl
d = F ablc for some tensor F on V which is hence nowhere zero
on V . Restricting attention to V with the original metric g and associated Levi-Civita
connection Γ it is noticed that l[alb;c] = 0 and hence that l is hypersurface orthogonal on
V . Thus, shrinking V , if necessary, one may assume l is scaled to a gradient vector field
l′ on V such that l′a;b = ψl
′
al
′
b for some function ψ : V → R. Now define a new symmetric
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connection Γ′ on V by the components Γ′abc = Γ
a
bc + l
′al′bl
′
c. It is easily calculated that
the curvature tensor R′ on V arising from Γ′ is identical to the original one (this can be
quickly checked by first noting that if P abc = Γ
′a
bc − Γ
a
bc = l
′al′bl
′
c then P
a
bd;c − P
a
bc;d = 0
and P abcP
c
de = 0 and then using a convenient formula in [19, 20]). Thus in any chart on
V ,
R′abcd = R
a
bcd (58)
Using a vertical stroke to denote a Γ′ covariant derivative one thus has on V , using
another convenient result in [19, 20],
R′abcd|e = R
a
bcd|e
= Rabcd;e +R
f
bcdP
a
fe − R
a
fcdP
f
be −R
a
bfdP
f
ce − R
a
bcfP
f
de (59)
= Rabcd;e − 2l
′al′bl
′
eFcd
It now easily follows that for R′abcd, R
′a
bcd|e and g, (2) holds and (3.1) fails on V .
Several cases of these results can now be considered which cover each of the
curvature classes A, B, C and D and for none of which Γ′ is locally metric.
Consider first the situation where the original g is a vacuum metric of the Goldberg-
Kerr type [21, 22]. Then the associated space-time may be taken as V and admitting
a recurrent null vector field l as described above. The Petrov type is III and so the
curvature tensor (being equal to the Weyl tensor because of the vacuum condition) has
an associated map f of rank 4 (see, e.g. [4]). The curvature class is thus A. If Γ′ defined
as above was compatible with a metric g′ on some open subset W of V then Γ and Γ′
are each metric connections on W with the same curvature tensor. It then follows from
[5, 4] that, on W , g′ = cg (0 6= c ∈ R) and hence the contradiction that Γ′ = Γ on W .
Now consider the situation when V is a space-time of curvature class B and hence
of holonomy type R7 [4, 23] and thus the metric g is of the Bertolli-Robinson type (see,
e.g. [24]). Further, if V is chosen to be simply connected (as it always can) then two
independent recurrent null vector fields l and n are admitted by V with each having
all of the properties that l had in the previous paragraph and satisfying lana = 1,
la;b = lapb and na;b = −napb [4, 16, 23]. Thus the tensor h on V defined by hab = 2l(anb)
is covariantly constant on V , hab;c = 0. Now define a symmetric connection Γ
′ by the
components Γ′abc = Γ
a
bc + l
′al′bl
′
c and suppose that Γ
′ is compatible with a metric g′ on
some open subset W of V . Then Γ and Γ′ give the same curvature tensor as before and
it follows from [4, 15, 16] (see (10b)) that g′ = φg + ψh for functions φ, ψ : W → R.
Imposing the condition gab;c = 0 = g
′
ab|c, recalling that hab;c = 0 and taking P
a
bc = l
′al′bl
′
c
as before gives
0 = g′ab|c = φcgab + φgab|c + ψ,chab + ψhab|c
= φ,cgab + φ (gab;c − gaeP
e
bc − gebP
e
ac)
+ ψ,chab + ψ (hab;c − haeP
e
bc − hebP
e
ac)
⇒ (φ+ ψ),c gab = 2(φ+ ψ)l
′
al
′
bl
′
c (60)
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A rank argument shows that φ = −ψ and hence that g′ = φ(g − h). But then
g′abl
b = g′abn
b = 0 and so g′ is not non-degenerate. This contradiction completes the
proof.
The final two cases may be dealt with briefly. First, let (M, g) be a space-time
of holonomy type R6 ([4, 16, 23] - and for existence and examples see [25]). Then,
restricting to an open subset U ofM , if necessary, one may assume that, on U , there are
vector fields y and l with y spacelike and covariantly constant and l null and recurrent.
Thus ya;b = 0 and la;b = lapb with p a nowhere zero 1-form on U and one may assume U
is chosen so that the map f (section 2) has everywhere rank 2. Then, on U , Rabcdy
d = 0
(that is, the curvature class is C) and Rabcdl
d is nowhere zero. On scaling l to l′ as in the
previous examples and constructing the connection Γ′ as before, one again achieves (58)
and (59) so that g, Γ′ and R′ satisfy (2) but not (3.1). Because of (58) it follows from
(10c) [4, 15, 5] that if g′ is a metric compatible with Γ′, one must have g′ab = φgab+ψyayb
for functions φ, ψ : U → R. Now the condition g′ab|c = 0 yields, by an argument which
is very similar to (60), the consequence that φ ≡ 0 on U and so that such a tensor g′ is
not non-degenerate. Hence Γ′ is not locally a metric connection.
Finally for a space-time of holonomy type R2 [4, 16, 23, 25] one may arrange an
open subset U of it to admit vector fields l, n, x and y with all inner products between
them vanishing on U except lana = x
axa = y
aya = 1. Also, on U , l and n are (null and)
recurrent and x and y are covariantly constant. The set U may be chosen so that the
map f has rank 1 everywhere on U (and hence, the curvature class is D). One then
proceeds as above to construct Γ′ (using l or n) so that g, Γ′ and R′ satisfy (2) but
not (3.1) and notes that, from (58), any metric g′ compatible with Γ′ satisfies [4, 15, 5]
g′ab = φgab + αxaxb + βyayb + 2γx(ayb) for functions φ, α, β, γ : U → R. Another argu-
ment, very similar to (60) then shows that φ ≡ 0 on U and thus g′ is not non-degenerate.
Hence Γ′ is not locally a metric connection.
As a final remark, it is noted how the tensor h and any local metric compatible
with the connection Γ are related geometrically. For the case relevant to theorem 2(i),
that is, class A, any local metric is just a conformal rescaling of h. For class B, any
local metric is a (functional) combination of h and the local covariantly constant tensor
t, where the latter tensor’s eigenspaces (with respect to h) are, at each relevant point m,
identical to the two 2-dimensional subspaces of TmM into which TmM is decomposed by
the curvature tensor for this class. For class C, any local metric is either a rescaling of h
or a (functional) combination of h and the covariantly constant tensor kakb where k is a
local covariantly constant vector field spanning the unique direction picked out at each
relevant point by a class C curvature tensor. For class D, any local metric g is either
a rescaling of h or a (functional) combination of h and appropriate products of either
one or two local covariantly constant vector fields and where these latter vector fields lie
in the 2-dimensional subspace determined at each appropriate point by this curvature
class. In addition, it is noted that if g and g′ are two local metrics compatible with Γ
in some neighbourhood U , the latter being contained in one of the regions A, intB1,
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intB2 etc. considered above, then g and g
′, having the same Levi-Civita connection,
are either conformally related with a constant conformal factor or are jointly related
to the appropriate covariantly constant tensor(s) mentioned above by simple (constant
coefficient) combinations and which reflect the local holonomy group [4, 3].
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